
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Science 
Health and Growth 

Children will learn: 

 humans have offspring which grow into adults 

 humans need water, food and air to survive 

 exercise, eating the right amounts of different types of food 

and hygiene are important for humans 

 Measure and compare pupils in class based on height, shoe size 

etc 

 Collect data on heights of staff/children from various year 

groups to compare height over different ages.  

 

Skills/working scientifically: 

 Observe, through video or first-hand observation and 

measurement, how humans grow. 

 Record their findings using charts. 

 Ask questions about what things humans need for survival and 

what humans need to stay healthy. 

 Suggest ways to find answers to their questions. 

 
Vocabulary:  

survival, water, air, food reproduce, adult, baby offspring, kitten, calf, 

puppy, food chain, prey, predator, camouflage, protection, exercise, 

hygiene, balanced diet. 
  

 

  

Art and Design – Drawing/Painting 
 

Children will: 

Create an African inspired painting  

 

 Study the work of the linked artists and make observations 

using a variety of media 

 Ask questions, develop ideas and explore the work of linked 

artists 

 Investigate tone by drawing light/dark patterns, light/dark 

shapes 

 Draw shapes, shapes between shapes and invent new shapes 

 Draw on different surfaces using a range of media 

 

 

Painting Skills: 

 Use a variety of tools and techniques including different 

size/style brushes and on a variety of scales  

 Identify primary/secondary colours by name 

 Mix and match both primary and secondary colours/shades 

using a range of paints 

 Name different types of paints and their  properties 

 Experiment with tools/techniques e.g. layering, mixing media, 

scrapping 

 Create textured paint with sand or plaster etc. 

 Review and evaluate their own work and the work of others – 
What do they think/feel about the work? What would they 

change? 

 

Vocabulary: observational, lines, marks, form, shape, tone, 

texture, colour, media, primary/secondary 

Linked Artists: Wassily Kandinsky, Piet Mondrain 
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Computing 

 
Children will follow the Purple Mash scheme of work coding and spreadsheets topics. 

 

Skills: 

 To understand what an algorithm is.  

 To create a computer program using simple algorithms. 

 To understand the need to test and debug a program repeatedly.  

 To debug simple programs. 

 To use a spreadsheet to add amounts and present data using a table and block graph. 

 Online Safety – Self-Image and Identity, Online Relationships (Educated for a Connected World – see 

progression within document) column 3 

Vocabulary: algorithm, debug, predict, properties, spreadsheet, cell, row 

 

DT - Textiles 
Children will: 

Design and make a wall hanging for an entrance foyer  

 

Design Process, children will: 

 Explore and evaluate existing products 

 Evaluate design throughout, note changes and make 

improvements 

 Use pictures and words to convey what they want to 

design/make. 

 Select appropriate technique explaining: First… Next… 
Last…. 

 Develop more than one idea and annotate ideas with 

notes to help explanations. 

 Select and name materials/tools needed and explain why 

they are using them 

 Check finished product against design criteria 

 

Textiles skills:  

 Match and sort fabrics and threads for colour, texture, 

length, size and shape and experiment with weaving 

 Colour fabrics using a range of techniques e.g. fabric 

paints, printing, painting 

 Cut out shapes which have been created by drawing 

round a template onto the fabric. using scissors/snips. 

 Join fabrics by using running stitch, glue, staples, over 

sewing, tape 

 Decorate fabrics with buttons, beads, sequins, braids or 

ribbons 

  

Vocabulary: colour, texture, printing, fabric, stitch, weave  

Linked Artists/designers: Wassily Kandinsky, Piet 

Mondrain 

 

PSHE – Relationships 
 Families and friendships- Making friends; feeling lonely and getting help. 

Vocabulary- Friend, friendships, kindness, listening, honesty, trust, sharing, activities, joining in, 

taking turns, patience, argument, disagreement, fall out, solve, talking, help, lonely, unhappy, 

feelings, sad, happy, cross, angry. 

 Safe Relationships Managing secrets; resisting pressure and getting help; recognising 

hurtful behaviour. 

Vocabulary- Behaviours, hurtful, unkind, online, internet, bullying, upset, unkind, feelings, 

surprises, secrets, happy, uncomfortable, worried, help, share, pressure, peer pressure, friends, 

peers, safe, unsafe, talking, adults, parents, teachers. 

 Respecting ourselves and others. Recognising things in common and differences; playing 

and working cooperatively; sharing opinions. 

Vocabulary- Friends, classmates, peers, similarities, differences, same, different, play, work, 

cooperate, share, groups, ideas, listen, take turns, explain, discuss, views. 
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History 

 
 Pre-teach vocabulary 

 Use an artefact led enquiry to compare individuals - When did 

they live?   

 Fit into a simple chronological framework using common words 

and phrases about the passing of time - Why are we 

remembering them? What did they do?   

 Begin to understand the reasons why people in the past acted 

using artefact based enquiry 

 Start by studying the more current of the pair and their 

lives, family and achievements. 

 Compare and contrast the person to the modern equivalent – 
identify some similarities and differences between the way of 

life in different periods 

 

Black History focus – Mary Seacole 

Remembrance Day Why we remember RD? Who we remember? How 

we remember? 

 

Skills: 

Chronology 

Identify some similarities and differences between ways of life at 

different times 

Use common words and phrases relating to the passing of time such 

as before, after, yesterday, past, last year, a long time ago 

Communication 

Use a variety of historical terms e.g. explorer, queen 

Use historical concepts such as now/then and same/different when 

making simple connections and noting contrasts  

Demonstrate simple historical concepts and events through speaking, 

role-play and picture stories 

Retell simple stories about people and events from the past 

Talk about who/what was significant/important in a simple historical 

account 

Events, People and Changes 

The lives of significant individuals in the past who have contributed 

to national and international achievements 

Enquiry, Interpretation and Using Sources 

Recognise some of the reasons why people in the past acted as they 

did.  Ask questions e.g. What was different? 

 

Vocabulary 

Century, significant, famous, artefact, died, explorer, discovery, 

remember, remembrance, anniversary 

 

Geography 
 

Children will learn about Australia – Sydney: 

 

 Where is Sydney located in Australia? 

 What is the physical geography like? – Weather, site, rivers 

 What is the human geography of Sydney like?   Settlement 

size, shops and services, local industries, transport links, 

tourism attractions  

 Lifestyle (Australia Day – 26th January)  

 

Skills:  

Mapping - Use a range of maps at different scales 

Fieldwork - Use aerial photos and plan perspectives to recognise 

landmarks and basic human/physical features 

Enquiry and Investigation - Pupils ask where, what, who and progress 

to why questions 

Communication - Speak and write about, draw, observe and describe 

simple geographical concepts. 

-Use basic geographical vocab for the human and physical features 

e.g. beach, hill, ocean, river ,harbour, season, weather, city, house, 

office, shop and any specific local vocab e.g. Opera House 

Use of ICT/technology - Use simple electronic globes/maps 

-Do simple searches within specific geographical software 

 

Vocabulary 

Sydney, Australia, Australasia, city, harbour, sea, ocean, river, house, 

shop, bridge, road, hill, Opera House, tourist, tourism 
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Music 
Children will: 

 Compose a song about the Autumn using rhyming 

tools 

 Be able to understand that percussion instruments 

need to be hit to make a sound. 

 Know the names and perform on a range of 

percussion instruments looking at the materials used 

and the timbre created.  

 Have a live performance/demonstration on the 

Trombone 

 Be able to identify the different parts of a 

trombone and explain how it creates sound and how 

it makes a high/low note. 

 Be able to compose rhythm boxes and will be able to 

find rhythms that match their syllables 

 Have lessons in un-tuned instruments 

Skills: 

 Composing 

 Rhyming 

 Deeper understanding of how things work 

 Performing 

 Time keeping 

 Confidence 

 Writing 

 Identifying 

 Listening 

 

Vocabulary: 

verse, chorus, percussion, wind, strike, vibration, 

mouthpiece, bell, clave, tambourine, Djembe, agogo, 

triangle, rainmaker, trombone, slide, airwave, amplified, 

high, low beater 

 


